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How are otters adapted to life in the water:
• They have valves in their ears and eyes that allow them to seal them underwater

• They have the densest fur of all UK mammals. It consists of two layers and is waterproof

• They have a powerful rudder-shaped tail to help with swimming

• They have webbed feet for more powerful swimming and they have fur on their feet to 
keep them warm and add grip on slippery rocks

• Long whiskers help them to navigate underwater

Teacher’s pack
Otters
One of the UK’s 66 resident wild mammals, the otter is the largest of the UK weasel family. 
Males can be over a metre long including the tail and weigh about the same as a toddler.  
They have a varied diet and their combination of sharp canine teeth and flatter back 
teeth mean they can easily eat both slippery fish and hard shelled crustaceans. In order 
to maintain their feeding needs otters establish long territories along river catchments. 
Otters travel large distances everyday and visit different habitats whilst foraging. 

They are largely nocturnal animals meaning that they can occupy areas in good numbers 
whilst remaining unknown. Most of the day is spent sleeping in their holts (dens built into 
river banks or tree holes) or in hiding places surrounded by long vegetation.  The most 
obvious signs that otters are living on a waterway are their well worn pathways to and from 
the river, remains of prey species, footprints in the muddy banks and their oddly sweet 
smelling droppings which are known as spraint. 

Otters were once widespread all across the UK but a combination of pollution in rivers, 
loss of vegetation along rivers and new drainage schemes meant that by the 1970s otters 
had disappeared from most British rivers.  The news is good though, a combination of 
reintroduction, clean up of rivers, building artificial holts and increasing the habitat around 
river banks has meant that populations are successfully re-establishing themselves across 
the UK. 

Rivers still need good management to sustain fish stocks at good levels so that otters can 
thrive but they are facing a new threat. Many young otters are being killed on roads every 
year and people are working hard to find solutions like underground tunnels. 
 

Introduction:

Further research keywords:
Lutra lutra, The UK Wild Otter Trust, otter hunts, mustelids, International Otter Survival Fund, 
vibrissae, apex predator, protected species, otter field signs, otter hovers and couches
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Teacher’s pack
45 - 60 
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To do the activity:

1.  Pupils are provided with copies of the otter’s diary. 

2. They use the information within the diary to create a bar graph showing how 
much of each prey the otter eats. This can either be done daily or for the whole 
week. 

3. The activity can be extended by creating another graph based on estimates of 
how far the otter has travelled to get the food everyday. On the map there is a scale 
and the diary details where the otter has been so the routes can be measured and 
then graphed.

4. As a class, the results can be discussed and the distances can be compared to 
local places that are an equivalent distance so that the pupils can get an idea of 
how far the otters are travelling for food.

Activity guide:

Ollie 
Otter’s diary 

Equipment required:
• Rulers
• Graph paper
• Print outs of ‘Ollie Otter’s diary’
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I drew this map of my home area so that I could remember it forever...
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Teacher’s pack
30 - 45 
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To do the activity:

1.  Pupils are provided with copies of the worksheet ‘Make me’. 

2. The pupils colour in the otter and add information about how all its body parts 
are specially adapted to its life in and around rivers.

Activity guide:

Make me 

Equipment required:
• Printed worksheet ‘Make me’
• Pens and pencils

Before starting the worksheet:

1. An introduction to otters and also to adaptations is needed before pupils can 
complete the worksheet independently but it could be used as a whole class 
activity to introduce the concept of adaptation.



In one 2.5cm square of an 
otter’s body, there are around 
one million hairs!

Make me
Colour in and complete the otter. Then add labels to the 

arrows to describe how each part is adapted to the otter’s 
life in the water.

Eyes and ears
Fur

Tail

Feet

Whiskers


